
The future of football  
for an unborn football 



The inappropriate analysis of the performance, poor communication between the club staff prevent the achievement of the expected targets. 

The tools for monitoring and analyzing the performance data, which  
are essential for understanding the components affecting a sporting 
outcome, are inadequate 

Today’s pace of training and matches requires tools to monitor wor-  
kloads, improve player performance and prevent injuries. 

The poor communication between the club staff, makes synergies 
rather difficult. 

The data of the youth sectors are not collected. These are essential  
information to evaluate the growth of the players and make targeted 
choices for the future. 

The critical issues of the current football system 

Scouting is a vital resource, that is often not adequately developed Lack of track record on medical data, injuries and treatments practiced 
for rehabilitation 
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An in cloud multi-platform system (web-app and mobile app) is our ideal solution. 

It automates data collection in a central system, directly, 
through APP or by interfacing with any GPS source 

It solves communication problems among the club staff by 
monitoring their activities 

The availment of algorithms based on scientific bibliography. i  
mproves players performances and prevents injuries 

The availment of BIG DATA and the creation of reference  
benchmarks allow the assessment of the growth of the players and 
help to make proper choices for the future 

Our solution 

A detailed data collection system, eases the coordination of  
several scouts. An evaluation system of the most interesting 
profiles in real time, helps to take strategic choices by  
anticipating other clubs. 

A medical area with a calendar to catalogue the injuries, file the 
medical reports, post-injury cares, daily information and detailed 
statistics. 
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Each company has different goals and targets, WeakRisk Sport Solutions satisfies every demand with a modular service. 

Professional sports clubs need to collect and analyze data such as: 

The performance of the players in trainings and matches, the analysis of internal and external loads and the pre and post 
training methodologies to prevent injuries 

These are essential to develop increasingly evolved strategies to improve the performances of the players. 

With access to the various modules, each member of the club with personal profile and password can access his own dedicated area. 

Targets 
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We meet all the needs through different sections related to a sports club management 

Each task inside the club has its own well-defined area. WeakRisk Sport Solutions is a modular application. Here are some of its modules: 

Secretary with deadlines planning, management of medical examinations, fo-  
otball school fees, sport facilities and changing rooms; private communication  
system by push notifications with reading control. 

Technical area with management of training and attendances on playing field,  
Pre and Post training management, convocations, matches, detailed  
individual and team statistics. In addition, a technical area completely  
dedicated to goalkeepers too. 

Athletic and technical tests with effect size system to rate individual and team 
progress 

Injuries prevention area through RPE BORG and analysis of internal and 
external loads. 

Injured recovery area with detailed reports of the activity carried out 

Medical area with personalized report cards, injuries, treatment and medical 
reports managemen 

Area reserved to the youth sector with rating forms, statistics area with single and 
team report cards, comparative analysis and storage of historical data for each  
category, creation of reference benchmarks. 

Area Scouting to speed up the search for the most interesting profiles through a 
function called Top Player 

Warehouse and pharmacy with loading and unloading movement flows 

Apps developed in IOs and Android for players 

Features 
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Safe 
Data protection and daily backup 
 

Easy 
limited learning curve 
 

Customizable 
Constant updates and customizations on request according to your  
own football philosophy and needs 

 
Scientific 
The IT solutions adopted are innovative and use only scientific  
bibliography sources. The apps where you can send autonomously  
data, such as RPE BORG, GQR, TIA and sleep analysis, in use to the  
players, are an example and reduce the margins of error and the  
work of the athletic trainer. 

Communicative 
The use of a centralized system provides every answer in real time.  
The monitoring of the work of each member or of each activity area  
is immediate and improves communication between them, creating  
synergy in the team. 
 
 

Personalizzed 
access to each member by using of specific credentials, respecting  
privacy, with access only to their own area 
 
 

Innovative 
The patterns of professional teams for years at the top of the  
rankings in Europe, have shown the way, testifying how important  
it is to have a system that allows the archiving of data in each  
category by creating benchmarks. 

Strenght 
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The versioni of WeakRisk Sport Solutions ?

WEAKRISK SPORT SOLUTIONS PRO is the software used by professional clubs and can be implemented with an extension to their Academy software. Both 
are customisable solutions on request and include a dedicated server to take advantage of proprietary implementations. It has no limitations on teams or 
users and is accompanied by special APPs for players.

WEAKRISK SPORT SOLUTIONS BASE includes the following sections (identical to those of the Pro licence except for the medical area which is in a lighter 
version) WEAKRISK SPORT SOLUTIONS BASE includes the following sections (identical to the Pro licence except for the lighter version): Registration, 
Secretariat, Technical area, Medical area, Rating cards, Warehouse and pharmacy, Transport, Transfers, Accounting, APP for athletes plus 4 additional 
PRO modules chosen by the customer except for GPS functionality. There are no limitations on teams or users. The additional modules are: 1) 
Goalkeepers 2) Statistics Analysis, Reports, comparative evaluations of individual and team 3) Tests 4) Scouting 5) Medical Area Pro 6) Strength Area 7) 
Injury prevention 8) Injury recovery. Excluded from the various add-on modules are the one related to external loads (GPS) which is only present in the 
WeakRisk Sport Solutions PRO or WeakRisk One Only PRO solution.

WEAKRISK ONE ONLY PRO, unlike the other solutions, which are only dedicated to clubs, allows the coach and all the staff to manage 1 (one) football team 
only, excluding the administrative areas. In the WeakRisk One Only Pro Junior version, the function dedicated to external loads (GPS) is not enabled.

Versions
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Overview
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What do we offer more than others competitors? 

Professionalism: our cooperation with professional teams, for years at the top of european rankings, have helped us to develop a complete system that allows  
the storage of data for each category, first team or youth sector. Attentive monitoring of every problem, such as that related to injuries, which is one of the most 
important for a club. 

Analysis and a methodology based on innovative technological supports, to better understand the elements affecting a scoreline, to anticipate the strategic choi-  
ces, offering an advantage regardless. In particular, for the youth sector, a special ranking system for players, with immediate comparison to the upper category to  
facilitate the strategic choices in the future. An innovative scouting inclusive of the Top-player function 

Data 
import 

Data 
security 

Data 
sharingi 

Automatic  
notifications 

Advanced  
analysis 

Machine  
learning 

R&D 

EXCEL 

Competitive analysis 
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Research 

Athletic trainers, coaches, doctors and scouting managers of Italian football professional teams cooperate with us and actively participate in the impro-  
vement of the product. 

Development Team 

Our development team consists of  developers,  analysts and  coordinators or project leaders 

Our team 

In-sourcing and out-sourcing WeakRisk makes use of the best consultants 
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Commercial offer 

A commercial offer customized to the needs of the sports club. 

License for use with unlimited access for team-players-technical staff and other members 
Infrastruttura in cloud. 

Cloud infrastructure  

Training 

Customer support  

Possibility of customization 

Duration of the license, three years
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WeakRisk srl  

tiziano.testa@weakrisk.com 

info@weakrisk.com 
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